	
  	
  

Nazeema Derbas – Finance Major
Classes Attended at GWU: Special Topics in Economics, General Psychology

Being awarded the chance to go to
Washington, DC and attend George
Washington University (GW) during the
Summer ‘16 semester was a life changing and
enhancing experience. You leave home
knowing you will come back a different
person. For me, as someone who has never
been to the US, I was introduced to a whole
new culture and society. People who see the
world so differently. I encountered some
people who were interested and curious to
learn about where I come from and my
traditions and culture. This made me feel a
great sense of honor and pride in representing
my country. I also got the chance to meet so
many different people and learn about their
backgrounds, whether it was in the
International Program at GW or in the city of
DC.
University life is different at GW, as the
campus is literally spread out over a few city
blocks. It was a challenge to be in a new country and have to navigate the streets, as well
as manage your day-to-day life, and studies. As you arrive ready to conquer that challenge,
you realize how easy it is to create your own routine. Other aspects of this 6-week journey
included managing your own expenses and making sure you do not miss any important
deadlines. This makes you aware of what it is like to really be responsible for yourself,
knowing that there is no one else to do these things for you.
I had the time of my life on this journey. I learned so many new things about myself and
the world. There is so much to see in the US capital, a city filled with history. You can
travel through time visiting the Smithsonian Museum, war memorials, and even the iconic
White House and Washington Monument. Those were 6-weeks that I will never forget, and
I truly am grateful to GUST for granting me and my fellow students this amazing
opportunity.

	
  	
  

Sahar Gabhour – English Education

The international summer program was no doubt the best
experience that I have ever had. Getting the opportunity to
enroll in one of the best universities in the world and
visiting the US was a dream come true. Not only did I get
the chance to visit the country that I always wanted to visit,
but I also got to share and experience their culture – one
that is different but very welcoming and kind. As a future
teacher, I learned more about the educational system there
and how different it is from Kuwait. This experience
transformed me into a stronger, more independent, and
more confident person. The fact that I got to experience the
‘solo’ life proved to me that I can deal with a lot of
responsibilities and complete tasks on my own, without
anyone’s help. I came across amazing people and friends
with welcoming hearts that I know I will keep in contact with until I get the chance to visit
them again.
The life in GW was a blast, everything about that place was mesmerizing. I consider myself
lucky for getting the opportunity to enroll in such a university and meet new professors
with a different perspective about teaching. The campus itself gives students the motivation
to get out of bed, go to classes, and learn.
This experience will always be imbedded in my brain and heart. It was a life changing trip
that gave me the chance to become a new person, meet new people, share their culture, and
enjoy the monuments and historical venues of the capital. Even though I did not get the see
as many states as I wanted, other than beautiful Philadelphia, I would be lying if I said that
DC did not suffice. I can officially call this city ‘home away from home’. It had everything
that any new visitor would want to see. I would definitely recommend every student who
has the opportunity to register for this program to do it and enjoy every bit of it.

